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PhatScan is a security auditing tool that can scan local hosts or a network. It is intended to aid users in hardening their networks
against various attacks and is capable of scanning for ports from a range of IP addresses. This tool can also be configured to

query the.rst file on a target. The software is not just an automated port scanner, it is a tool to scan your network, find
vulnerable hosts, and in some cases provide information such as who the owner of the IP is. It also provides whois and

traceroute information which are key pieces of information for computers that have fallen victim to an attack. PortScan4
Linux/Unix Port Scanners Description: If you are looking for a powerful, fast, and free port scanner for Linux or Unix, you

found it! This tool can help you detect if your system is vulnerable to attacks such as a remote root access and system takeover.
You can easily detect vulnerable ports and vulnerable services, such as FTP, HTTP, SSH, SSH1, FTP (LS), SMTP, etc., directly

from your browser or simply from the command line. This powerful and free port scanner can also help you detect and
troubleshoot network outages and monitor your network's status 24/7. ￭ Fast, easy to use ￭ Supports many platforms (Windows,

Linux, Unix, Mac) PortScan4 Free Edition Description: This free version is a light-weight port scanner for Windows
95/98/2000/XP. It is easy to use and provides useful features to help you to identify and detect vulnerable ports. Using this free

port scanner, you can find out if your system is vulnerable to a hacker attack. ￭ The free version can help you identify and
detect vulnerable ports ￭ If you need to find more information about vulnerable ports or find out more about the default

configuration of your system, you can access the full version. PortScan4 Gold Description: Use this full version to find out
which ports are open on your system and are vulnerable to attacks. You can also use this version to see the actual running

processes, in this case, the Nmap. The paid version allows you to save the results of your scans in a database, so you can view
them later on. ￭ Find out which ports are vulnerable and scan your system ￭ Find out the running processes on your system ￭

You can also view your results in a database
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Over a decade ago, Mr. Manley began developing a method that could manually scan hundreds of millions of IP addresses with
ease. The results were shown in a tool called PhatScan and used to warn me of exactly what programs were attempting to

communicate on a network. I soon adopted this method as a technique for my own network. It gave me the information that I
needed to not only find which IP's were being used, but to determine the purpose of each. It could also save me valuable time,

since I no longer had to peruse each and every IP to find out what it was doing. PhatScan2004 was originally designed for use as
a general port scanner, but has grown into a complete, high-performance network security tool. It is currently being used by
hundreds of thousands of people around the world, and we are proud to say that they all have a much better understanding of
what their network is doing. The Tool: PhatScan2004 is a native OSX (Mac) program which uses a system API to give it the
ability to map and scan many IP addresses. In addition to this, PhatScan2004 allows you to select the total number of scanned

ports, the interval of scanning, and the display of network results in either a database or as HTML-formatted text. Not only does
PhatScan2004 provide you with the ability to find out what is happening on your network, it will tell you where all the activities
are coming from. These activities include all the typical ports that any user on a network would try to communicate with, as well

as ICMP, TCP, UDP, and even FIN traffic. PhatScan2004 will also give you a list of each of these types of traffic, with their
source IP address and what programs are trying to make a connection. This information can be saved to a database, or saved as

HTML/text to be viewed later. The new features of PhatScan2004 Version 5.0 include: ￭ Port range now can be searched
individually ￭ Program names and process names can be searched individually ￭ A database can be set up for easier data

querying ￭ Users have the ability to be part of a group for easy management of groups of ports ￭ New implementation of group
policies to allow users to be grouped according to port range, program, and even subnet ￭ GUI is now controllable by keyboard

shortcuts For more information about PhatScan 77a5ca646e
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MouseTool is a small utility that will allow you to configure your computer mouse (such as configuration options, the pointer
speed, etc). It also allows you to enter a hotkey combination to quickly access functions on the mouse buttons. Features: ￭
Define the double-click speed of the mouse buttons ￭ Define the button press on the left side and press mouse scroll on the
right side of the mouse ￭ Define the two clicks on the scroll wheel to activate functions ￭ Define the key combination to
activate certain mouse buttons ￭ Define the key combination to access functions ￭ Define hotkey combinations ￭ Define the
mouse speed when hovering over something and the mouse speed when clicking something ￭ Support mouse buttons with more
than one hotkey combination ￭ Support dragging the mouse button on the right side and drag the mouse button on the left side ￭
Save settings to a text file (a.txt file) ￭ Save settings to a registry key (a.reg file) ￭ Save settings to an icon file (a.ico file) ￭
Show/hide the settings list ￭ Save the list as an xml file ￭ Save the list as a.ini file ￭ Define the pointer speed ￭ Speed
increments can be customized ￭ There are 3 speed settings ￭ 2 sec speed, 3 sec speed, and 7 sec speed ￭ Acceleration: toggle
between hardware acceleration and software acceleration ￭ Hardware acceleration by default, set hardware acceleration to false
to disable it. ￭ Hardware acceleration requires a mouse to work correctly. ￭ Software acceleration requires a mouse driver to be
installed. ￭ Software acceleration allows you to use a usb mouse on a system without a mouse driver ￭ Software acceleration is a
more efficient method of accelerating the mouse ￭ Software acceleration is not a method of working without a mouse driver
Limitations: ￭ There are less than 1 million, 10 000, 100 000, 1000, 100, 10, 1 in the range from 0 to 599 ￭ Incorrect
installation can make the mouse stop working and may lock up your computer, so backup first ￭ Hardware acceleration has not
been tested on all versions of Windows. Actions: ￭

What's New In?

PhatScan scans ports on a given host, or multiple hosts, saving results to a database and letting you view them later. PhatScan
offers 2 scanning mechanisms. 1) Simple Ports List - a list of all open ports that PhatScan will scan. 2) Tab Select - Two
separate windows to select the port types that you want PhatScan to scan. PhatScan can scan from multiple IP ranges PhatScan
does NOT require root access PhatScan is built on a custom scripting language called StapScript.
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System Requirements:

* Windows 7, 8, or 10 (Windows 10 is recommended, but can be played on Windows 7) * Processor: 3.0 GHz dual-core or
equivalent or greater * Memory: 2 GB RAM * Graphics: OpenGL 4.1 or greater capable video card with at least 256MB of
VRAM * Hard Drive: 20 GB available space * Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 or later compatible sound card * DirectX: DirectX 11
or later * Resolution: 1280x720 or higher, or 720p on
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